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Abstract

Having found their way onto the computer screens, comics soon branched into webcomics. These kept a lot of the characteristics of print comic books, but gradually adapted new unexplored modes of representation. Three relatively new 'enhancements' to the medium of comics are presented in this article: webcomics enhanced through the use of the infinite canvas, as proposed by Scott McCloud, those enhanced with videos and/or sound, and lastly those enhanced with interactive and ludic elements. All of the mentioned push the medium of comics into new waters, and by doing so they add new layers of meaning and modify their structure based on the make-up of the implemented features. Infinite canvas manages to lift some limitations of print comics without changing the overall feel too drastically, while animated and voiced webcomics, as well as interactive or game comics, have a much higher inclination to transgress into domains of other media and transform themselves in order to accommodate and integrate these novel foreign features.
This comic explores the unusual and somewhat erotic relationship between Kinar and Serid, two druids from opposite sides of a war. This comic is based on the Warcraft setting and is intended for mature audiences. Updated on Fridays! #549. [VOTE] 83. G Accursed. Accursed revolves a community of individuals with magical curses, who have come together to try and live normal lives, but they can't stop complaining and competing with each other for sympathy.